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Market update – MetLife Asia

SYDNEY, 8 December, 2017, Flamingo AI Limited (“Flamingo” or “the Company”) (ASX: FGO), Artificial
Intelligence company and provider of Cognitive Virtual Assistant technology, is pleased to provide a progress
update in relation to MetLife Asia.
As announced on 22 May 2017, Flamingo was one of eight finalists in MetLife Asia’s startup accelerator program,
‘Collab’. The Company was awarded a Judge’s Selection Award which provided a contract with MetLife Asia to
deliver a trial of the Flamingo solution to one of MetLife’s Asian businesses.
The Company is pleased to announce it has signed a services agreement with the MetLife Innovation Centre Pte
Ltd (“Metlife”). The agreement provides the framework to explore use cases and business development
opportunities with MetLife to use Flamingo’s Artificial Intelligence in MetLife’s online direct business.
The Company has been paid a service fee for this work. The outcome of the services agreement will be to agree
definitive scope for a paid trial contract with MetLife within the Asia region which is expected to occur early
2018.
The Company is pleased with the progress of the MetLife Asia relationship which supports Flamingo AI’s initial
entrance into the Asian market.
[ENDS]
For further information, investor or media enquiries, please contact:
Email: investor@flamingo.io
ABOUT Flamingo AI
Flamingo AI (ASX: FGO) is an Australian listed company based in Sydney and New York. In the Machine Learning
sector, Flamingo is a SaaS company, providing Cognitive Virtual Assistant (AI) platforms designed for enterprises
selling and servicing complex products online. Flamingo’s Virtual Assistants are ROSIE & MAGGIE. Flamingo is
one of IT Analyst Gartner’s ‘Cool Vendors’ and clients include large financial services firms. www.flamingo.ai
Flamingo AI - Social Media Policy
Flamingo AI is committed to communicating with the investment community through all
available channels. Whilst ASX remains the prime channel for all material announcements and news, investors
and other interested parties are encouraged to follow Flamingo on Twitter - @FlamingoAI
Company Investor Newsletter
The Company encourages investors to subscribe to the Flamingo investor community newsletter at
https://flamingo.ai/investor-portal/

